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MY OPUS 

BARBARA M. LITTLES 

OVERARCHING VISION:  

Imagine a tribe passionately living its full potential in alignment with its 
manifested purpose. A tribe willing to embrace the uniqueness of a liberated 
life without fear. A tribe that has a global mindset, is innovative, creative, bold 
and committed to the cause. 

Imagine a cause focused on bridging life’s gaps in careers, relationships and 
finances. A cause where people move from being stagnant in “success” to 
significant in purpose resulting in transformation from the inside out. 

Imagine a space where people meet at a point of truth, where they become 
fully aware of the possibilities of their existence; a place where grace 
abounds, where fear is obliterated by faith and where significance bridges 
the gap between who they are and who they were created to be. A space where 
in the fullness of time people move in manifested purpose. 

PURPOSE: Bridging the Gap Between Potential and Manifested Purpose 

UNIFYING STRATEGIES 

(1) Personal Growth - because people do what people see and people become 
not what you say but who you are, I must become a living epistle of my message 

(2) Life Changing Experiences - because people must have an ah ha moment 
immersed in transformational structure, I must create content to provide an 
environment for those experiences 

(3) Collaborative Partnerships - because my impact is global, I build teams 
through strategic alliances to make the dream work 

(4) Influencing Nations - because we live in a global society in which every 
nation is interdependent on the resources of the other, I must expand my scope 
of influence to the nations to effect global change 
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SCORECARD FOR SIGNIFICANCE 

Personal Growth 

 Physical - because my body is the living temple through which clarity of 
thought, and every source of energy flows, I must be a good steward of my 
physical health 

 Spiritual - because the mind of God and his thoughts are greater than 
mine, I must tap into that source each day through prayer and studying of 
the Word to receive strategy for the day 

 Relational - because my husband and I are one and have the privilege of 
reflecting God's glory in the earth, I must serve him and our relationship 
each day and the fruit thereof in our children Jessica and Elena 

 Emotional - because of the power of emotions, I must guard my ear gates 
and eye gates and seek the presence of people and environments that 
promote my emotional well being 

 Intellectual - because I live in a place of gratitude, I must present God 
with a ROI by increasing my intellectual capacity each day by learning 
something new that will assist me in helping others bridge their gap 
between potential and manifested purpose. 

(2) Life Changing Experiences 

 Retreats(2 days) – because people need to unplug from their lives to 
focus on their vision, I must create an atmosphere in a place with content 
that energizes, invigorates, motivates, and captivates their hearts passion 

 Seminars – because it is important for people to remain life learners in 
their journey to purpose, I must present information and knowledge from 
which they can be inspired and motivated to produce. 

 Coaching – because self- discovery is a critical and effective means of 
finding and embracing the answers within, I must become a masterful 
coach to the whole person in assisting in the discovery of one’s purpose 

 Video content- because people are visual and multi-dimensional in their 
learning process, I must create content that provides for visual learning 
and discovery 

 Writing – because my desire is to be able to assist a growing tribe on a 
global basis, I must write blogs, newsletters, and books 

(3) Collaborative Partnerships 

 John Maxwell Team – because I need to connect with people who 
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have gone further, faster, I will continue to build this partnership for the 
purpose of shared collaboration, access, information, and learning. 

 Deeper Path Team – because I need to connect with people who are like-
minded but with different thoughts, who share the same values and have 
diversity of gifts, I will build this partnership for the opportunity to 
collectively serve a unit greater than myself. 

 Advisory Board – because wisdom lies in those who have gone before 
me and in the multitude of numbers there is safety, I will maintain an 
advisory board of entrepreneurs, leaders, business persons from various 
industries to advise me in my business. 

 Manifested Purpose Team – because the demand for the manifested 
purpose message and journey will be greater than what I can physically 
meet, I must produce a team of people who can deliver the message. 

(4) Influencing Nations 

 Teams – because there is strength in numbers and the whole is greater 
than the sum of its parts, I need to build teams to train, develop, equip, 
and deploy leaders in education, government, medicine, political and 
justice systems in all parts of the world. 

 Trips – because it is important to develop a global physical presence, I 
must travel internationally and develop alliances in delivery of my 
message 

 Tools – because I believe the demand for the message will be greater than 
my ability to always physically be present, I will produce video products, 
DVD products, written documents to disseminate the lessons of the 
journey to manifested purpose. 

 

 
Worldview-What I Believe 

I believe that God is the grand master of the universe and has created us in his 
image to be one with Him and have dominion in the earth 

I believe that every person was created by God with unlimited possibilities in the 
Spirit realm and has the power in Him to bring those possibilities to life in the 
natural realm 

I believe that my husband and I are to live as one and our marriage is an 
opportunity to serve each other and to glorify God in the earth. 
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I believe that our children, Jessica and Elena are a heritage of the Lord 

I believe that all people of every color, race, ethnicity, culture are valuable in the 
eyes of God and were created with purpose 

I believe that next to salvation, time is the most precious gift that God has given us 
and is to be invested wisely with an expected return for the Kingdom of God 

I believe that it is our responsibility to pursue, discover, and live our purpose while 
being a light to others in the process 

I believe I am endowed with everything I need to live my purpose and when my 
faith connects with the work of my hands manifestation is inevitable 

I believe that I was born to serve mankind while exhibiting the love of God 
throughout the world 

I believe I was created to be a bridge builder connecting others to their purpose 

I believe that because I live in physical, mental, emotional, intellectual, and spiritual 
abundance, I will live long days and completely fulfill my purpose 

Identity – Who I Am 

I am a child of the living God and lover of mankind 
I am a servant of a loving God and wife to a loving husband 
I am a Proverbs 31 woman raising Proverb 31 daughters (Jessica and Elena) 
I am an authentic person, living true to my values and beliefs 
I am a loyal person to my family and friends 
I am a person who intentionally adds value to others 
I am a legal advocate and defender of the law and human rights 
I am a coach who works to hone my craft each day so that I can masterfully assist 
others in finding the answers that lie within 
I am a teacher of Truth to those who desire to know Truth 
I am a speaker and trainer using my gifts and abilities to help others grow 
I am an encourager of people in their best and in their worst of days 
I am a person who forgives and forgets transgressions done to me quickly that I 
may have a pure heart 
I am a person who seeks first to understand, then be understood 
I am a person who actively and attentively listens to others that I might hear their 
heart 
I am a person who intentionally sets aside period of time to think that my pathway 
might be clear 
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I am an achiever and a person who continually strives to be excellence that I might 
show others a more excellence way 
I am a visionary who sees the big picture but recognizes the details 
I am a navigator who sees the end at the beginning and the process in between 
I am a bridge builder closing gaps from potential to purpose 

Principles – What I Value 

I value integrity that I might positively influence others 
I value life-long learning and there is always room for improvement 
I value Truth in my relationships, both business and personal that I might become a 
better person each day 
I value excellence as it allows me to see God 
I value discipline as it is helping to me shape by life and fulfill my purpose 
I value creativity as it helps me recognize infinite possibilities 
I value accountability as it helps me to be the picture I need to be for others  
following me. 
I value open and honest communication as it allows for authentic collaboration 
I value financial integrity as it allows me to be a good steward of resources 
I value preparation as it leads to a great use of time 
I value living in the moment as it allows me to live in a place of gratitude for today 

Passion – What I Love 

I love helping others self discover their strengths 
I love using my mind to its fullest capacity 
I love receiving revelation on what I thought I didn’t know 
I love teaching Truth 
I love working in collaboration with like-minded people 
I love achieving (making it happen) 
I love the victory 
I love discovery of new things and people 
I love adding value to others and watching them grow 
I love modeling the picture of a leader for others 
I love feeling being physically at my best because I feel the most powerful 
I love being a student as I believe I can learn from anyone 
I love being an optimistic person as it helps me to see the best in people and in  
circumstances 
I love being focused because when I am focused I am tenacious. 
I love being tenacious because then I am productive 
I love being reflective because it produces wisdom 

Purpose – Why I Live and Work 

I live and work to help others achieve their best 
I live and work because it energizes me to walk in purpose 
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I live and work to help others bridge the gaps in their lives leading to purpose 
I live and work to help others find significance in their lives 
I live and work to make a difference in the world 
I live and work to have financial abundance to enjoy life and serve others 
I live and work because it brings significance to my life 
I live and work because I become a better me in the process 
I live and work to be a Godly example to my daughters 
I live and work because I have a heart of gratitude to God for being able to do so 


